Abstract-Calculations based on a rigorous analytical model are carried out to optimize the width of the indium phosphide avalanche region in high-speed direct-detection avalanche photodiode-based optical receivers. The model includes the effects of intersymbol interference (ISI), tunneling current, avalanche noise, and its correlation with the stochastic avalanche duration, as well as dead space. A minimum receiver sensitivity of 28 dBm is predicted at an optimal width of 0.18 m and an optimal gain of approximately 13, for a 10 Gb/s communication system, assuming a Johnson noise level of 629 noise electrons per bit. The interplay among the factors controlling the optimum sensitivity is confirmed. Results show that for a given transmission speed, as the device width decreases below an optimum value, increased tunneling current outweighs avalanche noise reduction due to dead space, resulting in an increase in receiver sensitivity. As the device width increases above its optimum value, the receiver sensitivity increases as device bandwidth decreases, causing ISI to dominate avalanche noise and tunneling current shot noise.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDIUM PHOSPHIDE (InP) avalanche photodiodes (APDs) have become the photodetectors of choice in present-day high-speed direct-detection lightwave communication systems [1] . Compared to p-i-n photodetectors, these APDs offer bias-controllable optoelectronic gain, , generated by carrier impact ionizations in the InP avalanche region, which amplifies the photocurrent. This amplification suppresses Johnson noise and ultimately improves the receiver sensitivity [2] . However, determining the optimum avalanche-region width and the associated gain (or bias voltage) is quite complex. There are three main competing factors that govern the sensitivity of APD-based optical receivers at high speeds. They are (i) the avalanche noise of the APD, represented by the excess noise factor, which governs the penalty brought about by the stochastic nature of the impact-ionization process; (ii) the stochastic avalanche duration (or buildup time), which is strongly correlated with gain and governs the APD's speed and ultimately the level of intersymbol interference (ISI); and (iii) the APD's dark current, which is typically dominated by tunneling in the avalanche region.
Generally, as the gain increases, so do the excess noise factor and the avalanche buildup time. Thus, for a fixed avalancheregion width, there is an optimal sensitivity minimizing gain that offers a balance between suppressing Johnson noise while keeping the degrading contributions from the excess noise factor and ISI at a minimum. More importantly, changing the width of the avalanche region strongly affects the receiver sensitivity, as all of the aforementioned three factors change. On the one hand, reducing the thickness of the avalanche region serves to reduce the excess noise factor (due to the dead-space effect) [3] - [5] and minimize ISI via reducing carrier transit times across the avalanche region. On the other hand, the increase in the field in narrow regions accentuates tunneling current at exponential rates [6] .
The most rigorous analytical approach for optimizing the width of the avalanche region must be based upon considering the performance metric of receiver sensitivity, which is the minimum average optical power in each bit required to produce a receiver bit error rate (BER) of . As such, it is critical to have an accurate model for the BER, a model that takes into account the various device and system related factors that govern the performance of the receiver. There have been a few reports in the literature on the analytical formulation of the BER for APD-based receivers with the inclusion of ISI. The work reported in [7] , for example, includes an analysis of BER for noninstantaneous APDs with the inclusion of the dead space using a Gaussian approximation for the probability density function (PDF) of the receiver output, albeit with the exact first-order and second-order statistics. Groves and David [8] have recently performed a Monte Carlo analysis of InP receivers including the effects of carrier velocity, the dead space, and the width of the APD's avalanche region. Also recently, Sun et al. [9] developed a rigorous model for the performance of high-speed direct-detection APD-based integrate-and-dump receivers. Sun's model allows us to calculate the BER and therefore determine the receiver sensitivity. The model in [9] includes the effects of ISI, nonlocalized ionization to account for the dead-space effect, as well as the stochastic correlation 0733-8724/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE between the gain and the avalanche duration. Similar to the model in [7] , Sun et al. [9] also adopted a Gaussian approximation in their model for the PDF of the receiver output. More recently, Sun et al. [10] extended their earlier model [9] to include the exact analysis of the BER (using the exact statistics of the avalanche multiplication) as well as an asymptotic analysis based on large deviation theory; the latter is a generalization of the earlier asymptotic analyses by Letaief and Sadowsky [11] and Choi and Hayat [12] . However, no form of dark current, which can significantly contribute to APD noise and sensitivity, was modeled in [9] - [12] .
In this paper, we extend the work in [9] by including InP tunneling current based on [13] and rigorously solve the optimization problem associated with the InP avalanche-region width. Despite the generality and sophistication of the model reported in [9] and its generalization in the present paper, it is fairly easy to use. The model offers for the first time compact expressions for the mean and variance of the receiver's output, with well-defined parameters that capture ISI, detector speed relative to the transmission speed, and the complex correlation between the APD's gain and buildup time. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge no rigorous model has been set forth heretofore for optimizing the sensitivity of APD-based receivers over the width of the avalanche region while taking into consideration all of the performance determining factors. This work may therefore enable device engineers to identify the optimal InP-based APD and the associated operation bias voltage for use at a prescribed digital transmission speed.
II. MODEL
A. Review of the Model Reported in [9] For its relevance to the present paper, we begin by reviewing germane aspects of the probabilistic model for receiver-sensitivity analysis developed in [9] , which can be summarized in the following four main points. First, a recursive method was developed characterizing the joint probability distribution function associated with the random variables comprising the APD's stochastic gain, , and its stochastic avalanche duration time, , resulting from a single avalanche trigger. Second, a stochastic parametric model, in terms of and , was developed to approximate the APD's stochastic impulse-response function (as a result of a single avalanche trigger); accurate approximations were derived for the first-and second-order statistics of the APD's impulse-response function. Third, the model was further exploited in a rigorous probabilistic framework to yield the moment-generating function (which is akin to the z-transform of the probability distribution function) of the random variable comprising the total charge accumulated within the integration time of an integrate-and-dump receiver. The latter formalism enabled the calculation of the statistics of the output of the integrate-and-dump receiver while capturing ISI (arising from an infinite random stream of past bits), as well as the dead-space effect. Fourth, such receiver characterization enabled the calculation of the receiver BER and sensitivity.
To better understand the stochastic nature of the APD's buildup-time-limited bandwidth, which is a result of the stochastic nature of the avalanche duration and its statistical correlation with the gain, Sun et al. [9] also introduced the so-called shot-noise-equivalent bandwidth, defined as , where is the APD's excess noise factor, defined as , where brackets represent ensemble averaging. The quantity can be computed using the joint probability distribution of and developed in [9] ; it is also the precise bandwidth that when used in the usual formula for APD-amplified shot noise, i.e., , the correct value of the shot-noise variance is obtained [9] , where is the APD quantum efficiency, is the optical power, is Planck's constant, and is the photon's frequency. It was shown in [9] that due to the stochastic coupling between and , is generally greater than the conventional 3 dB bandwidth of the APD, dB , which is often taken as the 3 dB drop point in the Fourier transform of the APD's mean impulse-response function [9] . This discrepancy can be as high as 30% [9] , leading to a similar error in the prediction of the APD-amplified shot-noise variance if dB is incorrectly used in place of . We now describe the Gaussian approximation method used in [9] to calculate the BER. The output of the integrate-and-dump receiver (in units of electrons) was approximated by a Gaussian random variable, albeit with the exact mean and variance, and the BER was computed using the usual formula [14] (1) where and denote the mean and variance for the receiver's output conditional on the present bit (i.e., the information bit corresponding to the receiver's present integration period) being "0," and and are similar quantities conditional on the present bit being "1." The decision threshold is taken as (2) which is a convenient accurate approximation to the optimal decision threshold that minimizes the BER [14] . The expressions for the parameters , , , and are derived as [9] (3)
where is the average number of absorbed photons per "1" bit, dB is the so-called bandwidth correction factor (it accounts for the discrepancy between and dB ) and , termed here as the detector speed factor, is a measure of the detector's relative speed, defined as dB , where is the bit transmission speed, and is the bit duration. Finally, the term represents the variance of Johnson noise accumulated in the integration time. We also emphasize that , , , and are quantities that are averaged over all possible past bit patterns.
We note that the expressions in (3)- (6) are generalizations of the traditional expressions for the output statistics of APD-based receivers found in optical communication literature [14] . Whilst these expressions capture the usual effects of shot noise and the excess noise due to avalanche multiplication, they additionally capture the effects of ISI, relative speed of the detector, as well as the stochastic coupling between the APD's gain and buildup time through the effective use of the novel parameters and . It is interesting to observe that for an instantaneous detector for which dB , the detector speed factor is infinite, and the expressions shown in (3)- (6) collapse to the traditional expressions for the receiver mean and variance in the absence of ISI [14] :
, , , and . Moreover, in detectors for which the gain is unity (e.g., a simple pin diode), the bandwidth correction factor is unity, resulting in simplified versions of (3)- (6) that continue to capture the effect of ISI. However, the parameters , , , and shown above do not include the contribution from the APD's tunneling current generated in the multiplication region of the APD, which acts to trigger avalanches just as the detected photons do.
We end this section by making important observations when tunneling current is included in the analysis. First, we point out that the term in and the first two terms in , as shown in (3) and (4), respectively, are due entirely to contributions from ISI resulting from the random stream of bits (preceding the present bit). In particular, they arise from contributions from photo-generated carriers generated within the bits that precede the present bit. Second, the second term in (5) and second term in (6) are due to contributions from carriers generated during the present bit.
B. Variant of the Gaussian-Approximation Approach for BER Calculation
In this paper, we replace the assumption in [9] , which dictates that the receiver output, conditional on the state of the present bit, is a Gaussian random variable, with the more realistic assumption that the receiver output, conditional on the state of the present bit and the entire past bit stream, is a Gaussian random variable. One can then compute the BER conditional on the entire past bit stream, and then average the resulting pattern-specific BERs over all possible past bit patterns and obtain the overall average BER. The advantage of this approach compared to the one in [9] is that it relaxes the often unrealistic assumption of a unimodal PDF for the receiver output conditional on the state of the present bit. While this variant approximation will yield an improved approximation of the average BER, it does come, however, with a slight increase in computational cost. The details are described next.
Consider the scenario for which the nth past bit is a "1" bit and all other past bits are "0" bits. Assume further for the moment that the present bit (corresponding to ) is a "0" bit. In [9] , the authors provided a formula for the mean and variance of the output of an integrate-and-dump receiver excited by a random bit pattern ( (13) and (46) in [11] ). If we specialize these expressions to the above deterministic bit pattern whose only nonzero bit is the nth bit, then after some algebra, we can obtain expressions for the mean and the variance of the receiver output when excited by this particular bit pattern. As shown in the Appendix, for , the mean and variance of the ISI contributions in the receiver output from the nth past bit alone are respectively given by (7) and (8) Now if we consider an arbitrary past bit pattern, , of length bits, then one can calculate the mean of the receiver output when the current bit is zero by adding up the contributions from each of the ISI terms from the past bits in the pattern ; this yields the expression (9) where unless the th bit in the pattern is a "1" bit, in which case assumes the value 1. The receiver mean output, , when the present bit is a "1" bit is obtained by adding to the contributions from the photons in the current bit. From the discussion near the end of Section II-A, we know that the contribution to the mean of the receiver output from the photons available in the present bit is (which is merely the second term in (5)). When we combine this component with the contributions from the ISI terms, we obtain (10) Similarly, one can calculate the variance of the receiver output associated with the pattern when the current bit is a "0" bit by adding up the ISI contributions from past bits in the specific pattern as well as contribution from Johnson noise and obtain (11) The corresponding expression when the current bit is "1" is obtained by simply adding to the contributions from the photons in the current bit; this yields (12) Note that the second term in (12) corresponds to the contributions to the variance of the receiver output from photons available to the present bit, which is identical to the second term in (6).
Next, for every pattern , , we can calculate the pattern-specific BER as follows (13) where is calculated as before from (2), in conjunction with (3)- (6) . To calculate the overall BER, we simply compute the ensemble average of the pattern-specific BERs over all possible past bit patterns. More precisely, we have (14)
C. Generalization of the Model to Include Multiplied Tunneling Current
The un-multiplied band-to-band tunneling current, , is modeled by [15] ( 15) where is the effective electron mass, is the electron charge, is the electric field, is the applied reverse bias voltage, is the device area, is the direct energy band gap, and is the tunneling fitting parameter;
was used for InP in [13] . The average number of dark carriers generated per bit time interval is given by . Since the dark-carrier generation has Poisson statistics, it is plausible to attempt to include the effect of dark carriers on the parameters , , and by treating dark carriers as photo-generated carriers. However, there is a caveat; this procedure must be performed with care since dark-carrier generation exists independently of the status of the optical signal, whereas the photo-carrier generation is modulated by a random stream of binary random variables. One of the contributions of this paper is to generalize the parameters given by (9)- (12), and hence the expression for the BER in (14) , to include tunneling current.
We begin by deriving the new version of that includes tunneling current. To this end, we initially consider the expression in (3) but assume that the photon arrival rate is held constant (i.e., no binary modulation is present). In this scenario, which resembles the case when only dark carriers are allowed to trigger the APD, the expression for the mean should include the term , where in (3) is replaced with to compensate for the absence of random modulation in dark-carrier generation. Note, however, that the resultant will yet exclude the contributions from dark carriers generated during the present bit. To include the latter contributions, we must include the second term of (5) with replaced with . Putting all this together, we obtain the new expression for (16) The expression for is identical in form to that shown in (10) with the proviso that is now represented by (16) and not by (9) .
The derivation of a new expression for is more complicated as we must appeal to (24) in [9] , which represents the variance of the receiver output assuming a constant optical power that extends from the infinite past to the end of the present bit [9] (17)
where is the constant photon flux, and . Note that by using the definition of , we obtain the simplification . All that is required now is to utilize the expression in (17) while replacing the photon flux with the dark-carrier generation rate. After substituting the expressions for and in (17) while using (representing the dark-carrier generation rate), we obtain the new expression for (18) The expression for is identical in form to that in (12) with the proviso that is now given by (18) and not by (11) . Note that when the detector is approximated as instantaneous, we can substitute in (18) and obtain , which is once again the traditional expression for the variance of the output of the integrate-and-dump receiver in the absence of ISI [14] .
Finally, we calculate the pattern-specific BER using (13), where is calculated from (2) but with and given by (16) and (18), respectively, and and given by (10) and (12), respectively. The bit-length parameter, , can be chosen to be sufficiently large to capture all significant ISI terms; in our calculation (detailed in Section III), we found to be an adequate choice beyond which no tangible change in the BER was observed.
All the results to follow are generated using the model described in this subsection.
III. RESULTS
In this paper, the joint probability distribution function of the gain and avalanche duration that the model in [9] requires is obtained from the random path length (RPL) model [16] . For the scope of this paper, this approach offers a computationally simple Monte Carlo-based alternative to the recursive analytical method reported in [9] . With the joint probability distribution at hand, we can calculate all the parameters of the model, which are , , , and . The field-dependent nonlocalized ionization coefficients and the ionization threshold energies for InP are obtained from [13] . The accuracy of the RPL method was first cross-checked against the recursive technique using test runs.
In our calculations, we considered transmission speeds in the range of 2.5-20 Gb/s.
In order to obtain the Johnson noise level, we investigated transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) for 2.5-40 Gb/s operation. The input noise current density, , and bandwidth, , of each TIA was obtained from [17] - [21] . These parameters were also obtained from data sheets for commercial TIA modules manufactured by Applied Micro Circuits Corporation (S3160, S3170), Maxim Integrated Products (MAX3271), Sumitomo Electric (F0100504B, F0100505B, F0100604B, F0100612B,  F0100613B ), Analog Devices (ADN2882, ADN2821), TriQuint Semiconductor (TGA4805-EPU, TGA4815-EPU, TGA4816, TGA4817-EPU, TGA4812), and Texas Instruments (ONET9901TA, ONET8501T, ONE8511T). The average of for each transmission speed was fitted linearly to obtain the average as a function of transmission speed. The fit yielded the equation
. Similarly, by fitting the average of against transmission speed, we obtained the average as a function of transmission speed, given by . Using these averaged and values, we were then able to obtain the average Johnson noise levels, , as a function of transmission speed using the formula .
A. Optimum Avalanche Width for a Given Transmission Speed
The investigation was conducted on a series of 25-m-radius InP p-i-n diodes, with avalanche-region widths, , ranging from 0.13 to 0.5 m. Ideal electric-field profile (with negligible depletion into the p and n claddings and a constant electric field across the -region) was assumed. The RPL calculations used InP ionization coefficients and threshold energies reported in [13] , which are valid for electric fields in the range 180-850 kV/cm. The 0.13 m diodes required extrapolations of ionization coefficients when the electric field exceeded 850 kV/cm. As holes impact ionize more readily than electrons in InP, the calculations used avalanche statistics due to pure hole injection into the InP avalanche region, as realized in practice by separate absorption multiplication InGaAs/InP APDs.
Sensitivity versus gain curves were calculated for the diodes and the results are compared in Fig. 1 at a transmission speed of 10 Gb/s. The key observation is that for each diode, there exists an optimum mean gain that achieves the lowest sensitivity. While this result is expected, it is the first time that it is reported with the inclusion of both ISI and tunneling current, which further enables us to make a correct prediction of the optimal operation gain. In Fig. 2 , we plot the lowest sensitivity for each device and corresponding optimal mean gain both as functions of the avalanche-region width; this plot allows us to identify the optimum avalanche width for a given transmission speed, thereby yielding the optimized sensitivity for a given transmission speed. This is a key contribution of this paper. Indeed, our calculations predict an optimum avalanche width of 0.19 m for InP APDs, yielding a lowest sensitivity of 28 dBm at an optimal gain of approximately 13 for a 10 Gb/s system. For clarity, we show how we obtain the lowest sensitivity and corresponding optimal mean gain for each avalanche width in Fig. 3 , which shows and the sensitivity as functions of electric field for a 0.19 m InP APD. To give the reader an idea of the scale of and dB as functions of electric field, these quantities are also shown in Fig. 3, along with the values for and , which are derived from and dB .
B. Competing Effects of Avalanche Excess Noise, Bandwidth, and Tunneling Current
The calculations conducted so far included effects of ISI, tunneling current, and presence of dead space, which we refer to hereafter as the complete calculations. In order to independently assess the significance of (i) ISI, (ii) device bandwidth, (iii) tunneling current, and (iv) the dead space in the ionization process, we carried out four additional sets of calculations, which we refer to as the incomplete calculations (all at 10 Gb/s). Each set in the incomplete calculations ignores exactly one of the above four effects. ISI was excluded from the calculations by setting in (16) and (18) . The device bandwidth constraint was removed by setting , which corresponds to an instantaneous APD dB . It is worth noting that the effect of ISI is automatically ignored in an instantaneous APD. It is also important to note that even when ISI is excluded from the model by means of setting , the receiver output is still affected by the bandwidth through the parameter in the second terms of (10) and (12), which, in turn, represent the attenuation in the receiver output resulting from the APD's bandwidth constraint. This shows the capability of the model to exclude ISI effects alone without the need for assuming an infinite APD bandwidth. Tunneling current can be excluded by setting . Lastly, presence of dead space can be ignored by assuming zero dead space for both electrons and holes and by employing ionization coefficients available for bulk InP, in which the dead-space effects are inherently neglected [22] . Results from each of these three sets of incomplete calculations are compared to those from the complete calculation in Fig. 4 . The calculations excluding ISI predicted lower sensitivity values than those of the complete calculation for m. When ISI is ignored, a slightly thicker optimum avalanche width of about 0.22 m was predicted compared to the complete calculations, yielding a lower optimum sensitivity of about 29 dBm. However, the sensitivity values for diodes with m are indistinguishable for the two sets of calculations, confirming that the significance of ISI decreases for narrower diodes with larger bandwidths.
When the device bandwidth constraint was removed from the calculations, even lower sensitivity values were predicted than those from the complete calculation and those excluding ISI. By removing the bandwidth constraint, a thicker optimum avalanche width, of about 0.25 m, was predicted compared to the complete calculations, yielding a lower optimum sensitivity of about 29.7 dBm. Above this optimum width, the rate of increase in sensitivity is slower when the bandwidth constraint is removed compared to the case when only the ISI is removed.
Next, we consider the third set of incomplete calculations by excluding the effect of tunneling current. The calculations resulted in sensitivity versus avalanche-region width characteristics indistinguishable from the complete calculation except when m, for which reduced sensitivity values are observed. This behavior suggests that at high fields (i.e., in narrow diodes) the degrading effect of tunneling current on the sensitivity strongly outweighs the benefits of reduced ISI and excess noise.
In the fourth set of incomplete calculations for which the dead space is neglected, the results predicted an optimum width of 0.20 m, yielding an optimum sensitivity of about 27.8 dBm.
In particular, the sensitivity values are higher than those obtained from the complete calculation because the local model overestimates the excess noise.
C. Effect of Transmission Speed on Sensitivity Optimization
The APD bandwidth becomes more crucial as the transmission speed increases. For a given transmission speed, the sig- nificance of ISI is expected to increase with since the bandwidth decreases. As a result, this affects the receiver sensitivity and hence, it is important to investigate the dependence of optimum sensitivity on transmission speed. To do so, we repeated the complete sensitivity calculations for a range of transmission speeds from 2.5 to 20 Gb/s. A similar trend in the optimized sensitivity versus width characteristic, as that in Fig. 4 , is also observed at different speeds. For a clearer analysis, the gain-and-width optimized sensitivity is plotted against transmission speed, as shown in Fig. 5 , as well as the optimal avalanche width (yielding the lowest sensitivity). As expected, the optimized sensitivity increases with the transmission speed, as the significance of ISI increases; narrower diodes are required as the transmission speed increases. Our calculations also show that the optimum gain decreases with the transmission speed (not shown here) in order to avoid the more significant tunneling current in narrower diodes.
IV. DISCUSSION
For a given transmission speed, the optimized sensitivity versus width characteristics are controlled in a very complex fashion by three device-related factors, namely the tunneling current, excess noise characteristics, and the device bandwidth. As the device width decreases, the operating field increases, resulting in increased tunneling current, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can also be observed from Fig. 6 that (a parameter commonly used to describe excess noise versus multiplication factor characteristics) decreases with thinner devices confirming a lower excess noise factor, as the dead-space effect becomes more significant [6] , [13] . At the same time, the APD's bandwidth decreases with w, which causes weaker receiver output as well as an increase in the significance of ISI, thereby causing an elevation in the sensitivity.
In the results of complete calculations, high sensitivity values for diodes narrower than the optimum avalanche width are due to high tunneling current. For diodes wider than the optimum avalanche width, sensitivity increases with , as described above. However, the relative dominance of increasing (resulting in an increase in the excess noise) on the one hand and decreasing diode bandwidth on the other hand becomes clear only through the rigorous modeling and calculations performed in this paper. Sensitivity results from the calculations that exclude the bandwidth constraint are only affected by changes in the excess noise when is increased beyond the optimum width. Consequently, we observe that the sensitivity increases more slowly with avalanche width compared to that obtained from the complete calculation, suggesting that a decreasing device bandwidth plays a more dominant role than increasing excess noise on sensitivity as increases. As such, calculations that ignore bandwidth effects erroneously predict higher optimal device gains compared to those predicted by the complete calculation.
V. CONCLUSION
We have generalized the APD-based receiver model in [9] to include tunneling current and used it for the purpose of optimization of the avalanche-region width for best receiver sensitivity for an arbitrarily prescribed transmission speed. The model offers compact analytical expressions for the mean and the variance of the output of the integrate-and-dump APD-based receiver that capture, in the presence of dark current, the complex effects of ISI and the stochastic correlation between the APD's gain and bandwidth. These expressions, which can also be used to calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver output, are generalizations of the traditional counterparts that neglect the effects of ISI and the stochastic coupling between the APD's gain and bandwidth.
Application of the theory to InP receivers showed that for a 10 Gb/s system, an optimal width of 0.19 m is predicted, yielding a minimum sensitivity of 28 dBm at an optimal gain of approximately 13. The factors that control the optimized sensitivity versus width characteristics were also confirmed theoretically. As device width decreases below its optimum value, increased tunneling current results in increasing receiver sensitivity. Conversely, as device width increases above its optimum, a decreasing device bandwidth causes the receiver sensitivity to increase, and is the dominating factor compared to increasing excess noise.
APPENDIX
A. Derivation of
Consider the first term in (13) in [9] , which is given by (A1) This quantity represents the photocurrent input to the integrate-and-dump receiver arising from photons that are present in the interval ( , 0). Note that the photon flux, , is arbitrary in this equation. For , let us select as follows:
where is a constant. With in (A1) replaced by , the integral of the first term in (A1) over the interval yields , which is the output of the integrate-and-dump receiver arising from photons that are present in the interval . Note that is precisely the ISI contribution to the mean of the receiver output arising from the th past bit, which we have denoted as . To reiterate (A3)
We now substitute from (21) in [9] the approximation , and after some algebra, we obtain (A4)
Recall that dB and dB , so . Also, from [9] we have . If we substitute these in (A4) and use , we obtain (A5) which simplifies to (A6)
Remark: If we sum up (A5) over all , we obtain , which correctly agrees with twice the quantity in (3) since there is binary modulation in the derivation of (A6).
B. Derivation of
The equivalent of (46) in [9] for the case of a deterministic photon flux is (A7)
We now substitute in the approximation from (21) in [9] , carry out the triple integral and obtain (A8) Upon using and from [9] , we obtain (A9)
